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Let's think this through...the purpose of the
Marijuana-Limited SAR is to notify FinCEN
and law enforcement when a financial
institution is banking a Marijuana-Related
Business.
FinCEN has communicated, informally on a
bank-by-bank basis, that Marijuana-Limited
SARs should not be filed for indirect MRBs.
Why? Because it skews the data. Banking
indirect MRBs is not an indication of who is
banking direct MRBs. Filing on indirect
MRBs clogs the system. It is unnecessary.
The customers on whose behalf funds were
invested in legal, publicly traded cannabis
companies are not MRBs. They are not
conducting suspicious activity.
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1633061/000161577419010058/s119255_exq-2.htm
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implement legislation that leave so much
up to interpretation.

SO, TO ALL OF YOU OUT THERE WHO
HAVE BEEN IN SIMILAR SITUATIONS,
AND TO THE EXAMINERS WHO ARE
EQUALLY FRUSTRATED...
WE MAY HAVE TO FIGHT A BATTLE
MORE THAN ONCE TO WIN IT.
WE'RE IN YOUR CORNER.
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